
RENOWNED 
NATIONAL CENTRE 

OF EXCELLENCE 
THRIVES IN THE 

CHESHIRE SCIENCE 
CORRIDOR

C A S E  S T U D Y

A LOCAL COMPANY 
WITH A STRONG 

NUCLEAR 
HERITAGE, IT 

APPLIES ITS CORE 
CAPABILITIES TO 

SOLVING 
PROBLEMS FOR 

CUSTOMERS 
OPERATING IN 
CHALLENGING 

ENVIRONMENTS

One of the UK’s leading
engineering consultancy firms,
they support growth in the oil

and gas, space, utilities,
transport and industrial sectors.

the National Centre of
Tribology (NCT) and the

European Space Tribology
Laboratory (ESTL) at its base

in Birchwood Park. 

space and vacuum tribology
industrial tribology and
materials
non-destructive testing
safety and risk management 

A r e a s  o f  e x p e r t i s e

H o s t s

ESR Technology is at the
forefront of the development

of Tribology; an
interdisciplinary study of

friction, wear and lubrication.
In a constantly changing

world, it is driving state of
the art developments and

solving unique and
challenging tribological
problems in demanding

environments across a wide
range of industries and

applications.



WE CHOSE TO STAY ON BIRCHWOOD 
PARK BECAUSE IT OFFERS A GREAT 

ENVIRONMENT TO GROW OUR BUSINESS. 
THE NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES ARE 

EXCELLENT, AND MANY OF OUR 
CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS ARE 

LOCATED CLOSE BY. CRUCIALLY, THE 
CHESHIRE SCIENCE CORRIDOR OFFERS 
UNRIVALLED ACCESS TO TALENT AND 
R&D THROUGH THE STRENGTH OF THE 

UNIVERSITIES LOCATED CLOSE BY 

With firm roots across the
Cheshire Science Corridor,
starting in Warrington in
the 1960s it has evolved
over time to become an
owner-managed SME from
2016. The company made
the decision to strengthen
its commitment to the local
area and in 2015 invested
heavily in new premises on
Birchwood Park.

PROUD LOCAL 
ROOTS Access to talent is crucial for this innovative

company to grow and flourish; it requires
experienced engineers, and specialist skills such as
metallurgists and tribologists. The company has
recently embarked on a collaborative R&D project
through a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP)
with the University of Manchester to build on its
internal capabilities while benefiting from the
universities unique expertise.  

LOOKING AHEAD

With aspirations to extend its market reach into
more sectors and support from local business
support advisors, ESR Technology has been able
to access funding and specialist advice to support
their new growth strategy.    


